
The Art of Self Care

In this course you’ll be presented with a holistic set of carefully

curated tools that can be combined to create a complete,

customized self care routine that fits into your lifestyle and

schedule. Together we'll discover how to cultivate genuine self

awareness by exploring a series of diverse holistic techniques .

Adopt what works for you and build daily habits that create a

stronger, healthier body-mind connection.

Mindfulness & Meditation for self care. We’ll talk about the

basics of mindfulness and meditation practices as viewed through

different lineages and we’ll practice a selection of basic and potent

exercises for self-exploration.

Stress and the body-brain connection. Experience powerful

ways to use and direct our own breath and thoughts to shift our

nervous system for more peace, calm, and deeper sleep.

Releasing physical tension and pain patterns. Use stretches

and traditional Hatha and restorative yoga postures to re-educate

alignment and find access to emotional information and guidance

that may be stored in our soft tissue and organs.

Activating more energy. Be it physical, mental, or psychic/

creative- we’ll talk about the ways we may leak energy, how to

discern when we’re giving too much away, and we’ll practice

exercises that can help us access more vital energy.

Staying grounded and centered. Learn ways to release and

clear negative energy and refocus when we fall off track. We’ll talk

about the importance of practicing self-compassion and using

self-knowledge to stay grounded and on our path.

In this one day immersion we'll

learn about:

Reach out to inquire and

register for an upcoming

weekend course

Contact us:

www.cntrdwellness.com/contact

Read our recent blog post: 

4 Mindful Practices To Help You

Get Through This Fall

Learn more about us:

www.cntrdwellness.com
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This workshop is for anyone that wants to learn how to take better care of

their body- mind-spirit.  No experience with meditation, breathwork, or

yoga is required—only a desire to get to know your own needs better

through self-awareness techniques.

This course is open to the general public. It is also worth  4 CEUs

for health care professional including licensed massage

therapists.

You'll need a yoga or exercise mat, two yoga blocks, and a

notebook or journal for exercises. A class manual will be provided

with bonus exercises and links.

There will be a 60 minute lunch break and a 10 minute break each

hour.

Our small group meets live on Zoom virtually, so you must

download Zoom and have a steady internet connection to

participate. Sharing and class participation is encouraged and

cameras should be on for each lesson so guidance can be given on

exercises.

FAQs
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October dates TBA

 10am- 6pm
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